The resolvent operator and the moment generating function of a reflected OrnsteinUhlenbeck process are obtained. These results are then applied to determine the long-run average cost and the total expected discounted cost of operating a finite storage system with content-dependent release rate.
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A REFLECTED ORNSTEIN-UHLENBECK PROCESS
The stochastic differential equation
= dX(i)-r(Z(t))
is encountered in storage modelling where X(t) is the input in (0, t], Z(t) is the content and r(Z(t)) is the content-dependent release rate at time t.
In this section we shall consider X[t), t ^ 0 to be a Wiener process with drift y. and variance parameter <r 2 reflected at 0. Also, we shall assume that r(-) is a linearly increasing function. Thus the above storage equation is of the form (2.1)
dZ(t) = dX(t) -kZ(i),
where fc is a positive constant. If Z(0) = z, then an argument generalising the one used by Karlin and Taylor [7, p.345] shows that the solution of the differential equation (2.1), that is,
(2.2) Z(t) = ze~z t + X(i) -k [ e"* (t

Jo
is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process with drift -kz + /i and variance parameter a 2 reflected at 0. The transition semi-group of the process Z{t) is characterised by its generator ( 
2.3) \
where the domain A is
and C 2 is the class of twice continuously difFerentiable functions on [0, oo).
THE RESOLVENT OPERATOR OF Z.
The resolvent operator of a process Z is defined by M') • = R°f(*) = E Z l°° eat f(Z(t))dt 
where 1(.) is the identity function.
To obtain the conditional expectation of T y we proceed as follows. First we combine (2.10) and (2.11), then we appeal to the monotone convergence theorem to obtain (2.13)
Jo «i°I f we now substitute from (2.8) into (2.13), we have [5]
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APPLICATION T O A STORAGE MODEL WITH C O N T E N T -D E P E N D E N T RELEASE RATE
Consider a finite storage system, for example a dam with capacity a. We shall assume that the dam is initially empty. The input to the dam in the time interval [0, t], X(t) is a Wiener process with drift y. and variance parameter a 2 with reflecting boundaries at 0 and a. In this section we shall determine the long-run average cost per unit time and the total expected discounted cost of operating the storage system.
We shall consider the following optimal output policy in the class of monotone policies P$f T • The release rate is kept at 0 until the content level reaches A (0 < A < o) at which instant the water is released at a content-dependent rate r(Z(t)) with cost Kr(X), where K is a positive constant. As long as the content level is more than T (0 < T < A), the output is kept at the rate r(Z(t)). When the content reaches T , the output rate is then decreased to zero at no extra cost (we note here that adding a constant shut-off cost per unit of water released is a trivial extension to our model).
Rewards are collected at an output-dependent rate w(r(Z(t))).
We also consider a penalty cost which accrues continuously at a rate g (Z(t) ). It is clear that C(T, A) as given by (4.3) of [2] is a special case of (3.3) for r(.) = M, a constant and w = 1. In [2] we obtained the following expressions for the cost functional CO(T, A) and for the conditional expectation of the hitting time E T T\:
where x+ is the positive part of x and f} = 2(i/<r 2 .
To evaluate C r (X, T ) as given by (3.1), we apply Dynkin's formula to the Markov time T a -T to obtain [7]
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The operator ip* a = R^g now satisfies the differential equation ( 
+ ( « ) ) « ( / 9 ( « 0 « « -T)), 1(0).
If we now combine (3.4)-(3.7) and (3.1) we obtain the cost functional
Appeahng to the monotone convergence theorem and utilising (3.7) and (3.8), we have If we replace the function g(.) by 1(0 and by to(r(0), we obtain explicit expressions for E\T T and for iZr(A, T) respectively. This completes the determination of the long-run average cost per unit time of operating the storage system under a Pjf* r policy. The cost C(T, A) can then be minimised with respect to r and A. 
